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a) Criteria for light buffet onset measurements
b) Comparison of pulsationmeasurements in air intake modelsFig. 5 Impact of improved  ow quality on dynamicmeasurements intunnel.should yield more consistent and accurate data in the modi edtunnel.Figure 5(b) shows a comparison of pulsation level data (whichare derived from unsteady total pressure distributionmeasurementsacross the engine face location) obtainedon an aircraft intakemodelin the modi ed tunnel with data obtained on a similar model in theoriginal tunnel, as well as a closed-circuit continuous tunnel. Thepulsation levels measured in the original tunnel were 4–5 timeshigher than those measured in the continuous tunnel, primarilybecause the data were vitiatedby the high levels of test-section owunsteadiness,and the datawere thereforeconsiderederroneous.Thepulsationlevelsmeasured in themodi ed tunnel,which are substan-tially lowerandalsoclose to thoseobtainedin the continuoustunnel,are considered to re ect reality.ConclusionsAcoustic baf es installed in the extended settling chamber of theNAL 1.2-m tunnel have substantially reduced the noise levels in itssettling chamber and the SW test section. The quieter test-section ow has led to 1) a substantial improvement in the measurementaccuracy of pulsation level data in air-intake models at supersonicspeeds and 2) an improvement in light buffet onset measurementcapability at subsonic/transonic speeds in the tunnel. However, thenoise level in the PW test section is still high. Acoustic treatmentof the plenum chamber aimed at mitigating the low-frequency toneobserved in the PW test section is planned as a follow-on action.
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IntroductionT HE combinationof optimizationalgorithmsand computational uid dynamicsofferspromise for thedevelopmentof improvedaerodynamic designs. Optimization strategies have a common re-quirement for representation of geometry by a number of designparameters. For wing design the parameterization is generally sep-arable into a representation of the planform and the representationof airfoil sections at a number of spanwise positions.The represen-tation of airfoil sections is consideredhere with particularemphasison the requirements of conceptualwing design.The choice of representationdepends on the type of optimizationstudy. For two-dimensional airfoil design, representations are usu-ally required that allow novel airfoil designs to be found. However,
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